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Perfect for
college & high
school classes!
Creative Writing
• Africana Studies
• Travel Lit •
Women’s Studies •
• Anthropology
Religious Studies •
Coming of Age
Literature •

The Story
In the acclaimed PBS
documentary, My Journey Home, Faith Adiele
traveled to West Africa
in search of her Nigerian/Nordic
heritage.
Her
award-winning
memoir, originally titled, Meeting Faith: The
Forest Journals of a
Black Buddhist Nun, is
a brave, witty account
of the path she forged
to faith, from Northwest farm girl to East
Coast scholarship student, to ordination as
Thailand’s first black
Buddhist nun.

As seen in O Magazine & The Chronicle!
“To say that this book is solely about
either religion or race is to miss the
point entirely. Faith Adiele’s account of her search for self is not
only beautifully written, it is also
insightful and fearless.”
—Meri
Nana-Ama
Danquah,
author of Willow Weep for Me
“A luminous memoir of discovery.”
—O Magazine
Photos, Press
materials & Full
information
available on-line!
www.adiele.com

“Jan Willis meets Anne Lamott in
this funny, observant memoir
…readers can and will learn from
Adiele, who parses out her second
stay in Thailand with a comic’s timing, a novelist’s keen observations
about human idiosyncrasies and an
anthropologist’s sensitivity to issues
of race and culture.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“A warm, witty account of an unusual woman’s…search for identity
between the vastly different cultures
of East and West.” —Booklist
“Faith Adiele has written an astonishing book—part travelogue, part
coming-of-age memoir—that defies
easy classification because it is finally a memoir of the soul. Adiele’s
witty, painfully candid, and always
sharp-eyed
account…leads
the
reader
to…profound…human
truth.”
—Richard Rodriguez, author of
Brown: The Last Discovery of America
“[An] extraordinary book—part
memoir, part travel literature, part
spiritual journey and completely
generous.”
—Elliott Bay Book Notes

Now in Paperback with a Reading Guide!
Meeting Faith
By Faith
Adiele

A book that practically teaches
itself, M eeting
Faith
gets
classrooms thinking and talking.
Students relate to the collegeaged protagonist, a “resilient
young woman too darn stubborn
to fail” (BIBR).
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Instructors
appreciate
the
cross-cultural ethical lessons,
as well as what Stuart Dybek
calls the “interplay of physical
diary-like detail and fragmented
philosophical ideas.”
With a dual narrative modeled on

the Talmud, Meeting
Faith
combines a memoir chronicling
the author’s external journey,
with journal entries in the
margins detailing her internal
one. The result is a rich,
fascinating hybrid.
“Beneath
the
uncomplicated,
polished surface of Adiele’s
prose, lies a network of complex
ideas… Adiele’s conversational
tone establishes a feeling of
intimacy… When I closed the
book just 3 days after starting
it, I felt I had made a friend.” —
Reader in Philadelphia

To Order Desk/
Examination Copies:

What Teachers & Librarians are Saying…

College/University
Instructors,
go
to
www.wwnorton.com/
college/contact.htm.

Faith Adiele’s work is increasingly
popping up on college and high
school curricula and is listed among
the classics on Carleton College’s
Common Reading Suggestions for Fall.

Secondary
School
Teachers, call (800)
822-1080 or e-mail
sales@peoplespublishing.com.

“Teachers and Counselors Take
Note: Faith Adiele’s wonderful book
is the kind I wish was on the reading
lists in high schools and colleges. It
goes to the heart of searching—and
what young person isn’t a searcher?
It addresses the pain and wonder of
growing up as part of two races and
being initiated spiritually into a
third. Ms. Adiele has also written a
compelling story of traveling in one

of Asia’s most fascinating cultures.
Bravo!" —Amazon.com review
“Filled with fluid prose and bracing
personal revelation, this book is a
wonderful companion to the existing
literature. The title aptly combines
the metaphoric and literal, referring
both to the author and to her
experience…Broader concepts of
cultural diversity, race, and social
caste give her enlightenment
context, and the presentation of
basic
Buddhist
tenets
[are]
invaluable
[and]
vivid…
Recommended for all public
libraries.” —Library Journal

About Faith…
A popular speaker and teacher, Faith Adiele enlightens and entertains groups with her highenergy blend of humor and honesty. She holds a BA in Southeast Asian Studies from Harvard
College, and MFAs in Fiction and Nonfiction from the University of Iowa. She has worked as
a community organizer, diversity trainer, and petty bureaucrat. She currently teaches literary
nonfiction at the University of Pittsburgh, with a focus on memoir, travel writing, the
socially-engaged essay, and documentary narrative (in literature & film).

To Book, write
faith@adiele.com
or
meetingfaith
@yahoo.com

Her other work includes My Journey Home (PBS), a film based on her Nigerian/Nordic travels
and heritage; The Student Body (Random House), a satirical thriller co-written with 3 college
pals & chosen as one of Cosmo’s Top 10 Beach Reads; 2 youth readers on contemporary
Africa; and the forthcoming anthology, Coming of Age Around the World (The New Press).
Her essays on travel and culture have been widely anthologized and cover a range of timely
issues suitable for high school, college and graduate students, as well as community groups.
Faith is available for college lectures, Sunday sermons, workshops, book clubs, even Bar
Mitvahs (okay, not the latter)!

